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Notes about IBM data files

- Some stations (locations) with different ID column
- Some stations (locations) with slighly different coordinates
- 4 (out of >5000) files with no data
- Different length of time series

n = 743

100% = 12660 daily time steps

Available time series

78% (583) of sites have no missing data
12% (88) of sites have 445 missing days



Notes about IBM data files

- Spatial distribution of length of time series (%)
- No spatial organization in sites with missing data



Notes about IBM data files

- Original 5222 csv files organazed by site ID and ~5-years period
- New netCDF files organized by variable and for the whole period

- Example: IBM_tmax_1985_2019.nc

Missing periods now filled with NaNs
Continuous time series: 12660x743 arrays



Comparison:
- Daily: maximum and minimum temperature, solar radiation, relative humidity
- Monthly: precipitation
- Error metrics

- Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) 
- Bias
- Estimate: IMB (model based)
- Observation: ERA5 (modeling and observation based)

- Aggregated monthly and seasonaly 

Approach



Maximum temperature: daily

1:1
Linear fit

Axis have different range of values

Scatterplots displayed as probability density function (color scale)

95th percentile

Full dataset: PDF, SD and median

Scatter plots of daily maximum temperature

IBM slightly overestimates ERA5
Very homogeneous error through the year
RMSE = 2.8ºC (SD 0.1ºC)
Bias =   0.1ºC (SD 0.3ºC)

Very similar statistical distribution

(Linear reggresion applied to the 95th area)



Maximum temperature: seasonal

• Mean seasonal differences between IBM and ERA5 (IBM minus ERA5)
• Some degree of spatial organization is observed (climatic zones)
• Similar proportion of positive and negative anomalies
• Mean RMSE = 1.9ºC, higher in JJA
• Mean Bias = 0.8ºC, higher in JJA



Minimum temperature: daily

1:1
Linear fit

Axis have different range of values

Scatterplots displayed as probability density function (color scale)

95th percentile

Full dataset: PDF, SD and median

Scatter plots of daily minimum temperature

IBM slightly estimates ERA5
Similar dispersion than maximum temperature
RMSE = 2.8ºC (SD 0.1ºC)
Bias =   -1.1ºC (SD 0.2ºC)

Very similar statistical distribution

(Linear reggresion applied to the 95th area)



Minimum temperature: seasonal

Mean seasonal differences between IBM and ERA5 (IBM minus ERA5)
Some degree of spatial organization is observed (climatic zones)
Negative anomalies are dominant: underestimation 
Mean RMSE = 2.1ºC, higher in JJA
Mean Bias = -1ºC, lower in DJF



Relative humidity: daily

1:1
Linear fit

Axis have different range of values

Scatterplots displayed as probability density function (color scale)

95th percentile

Full dataset: PDF, SD and median

Scatter plots of daily relative humidity

High dispersion in values
IBM slightly underestimates ERA5
RMSE = 14% (SD 0.6%)
Bias =   -5% (SD 1.2%)

Differences in statistical distribution
IBM: higher number of values in the lower range
Slightly different peak location

(Linear reggresion applied to the 95th area)



Relative humidity: seasonal

Mean seasonal differences between IBM and ERA5 (IBM minus ERA5)
Some degree of spatial organization is observed (climatic zones): e.g. South Asia, high latitudes
Negative anomalies are dominant: underestimation 
Mean RMSE = 10%, higher in DJF
Mean Bias = -5%, higher in JJA and SON



Solar radiation: daily

1:1
Linear fit

Axis have different range of values

Scatterplots displayed as probability density function (color scale)

95th percentile

Full dataset: PDF, SD and median

Scatter plots of daily solar radiation

High dispersion in values
IBM slightly overestimates ERA5
RMSE = 1024 W/m2 (SD 117 W/m2)
Bias =   176 W/m2 (SD 156 W/m2)

Slightly different statistical distribution
IBM: no clear peak location

(Linear reggresion applied to the 95th area)



Solar radiation: seasonal

Mean seasonal differences between IBM and ERA5 (IBM minus ERA5)
Some degree of spatial organization is observed (climatic zones)
Positive anomalies are dominant: overestimation
Mean RMSE = 408 W m-2, higher in JJA
Mean Bias = 176 W m-2, higher in JJA



1:1
Linear fit

Axis have different range of values
Scatterplots displayed as probability density function

Precipitation: monthly

Scatter plots of monthly accumulated precipitation

Full dataset: PDF, SD and median

High dispersion in values
IBM overestimates ERA5
RMSE = 81 mm (SD 21 mm)
Bias =   12 mm (SD 3 mm)

Very similar statistical distribution



Precipitation: seasonal

Mean seasonal differences between IBM and ERA5 (IBM minus ERA5)
Generalized overestimation of precipitation by IBM
Mean RMSE = 170 mm, higher in JJA
Mean Bias = 36 mm, higher in JJA


